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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an approach
for semi-automatically creating a data-to-text
(D2T) corpus for Russian that can be used
to learn a D2T natural language generation
model. An error analysis of the output of an
English-to-Russian neural machine translation
system shows that 80% of the automatically
translated sentences contain an error and that
53% of all translation errors bear on named en-
tities (NE). We therefore focus on named enti-
ties and introduce two post-editing techniques
for correcting wrongly translated NEs.

1 Introduction

Data-to-text (D2T) generation is a key task in Nat-
ural Language Generation (NLG) which focuses
on transforming data into text and permits ver-
balising the data contained in data- or knowledge
bases. However, creating the training data neces-
sary to learn a D2T generation model is a major
bottleneck as (i) naturally occurring parallel data-
to-text data does not commonly exist and (ii) man-
ually creating such data is highly complex. More-
over, the few parallel corpora that exist for D2T
generation have been developed mainly for En-
glish. Methods that support the automatic creation
of multi-lingual D2T corpora from these existing
datasets would therefore be highly valuable.

In this paper, we introduce a semi-automatic
method for deriving a parallel data-to-text corpus
for Russian from the D2T WebNLG corpus whose
texts are in English. Our method includes three
main steps. First, we use neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) model to translate WebNLG English
texts into Russian. Second, we perform a detailed
error analysis on the output of the NMT model.
Third, we exploit two techniques for automatically
post-editing the automatic translations. As 53% of
the translation errors bear on named entities, we

focus on these in the present paper and leave other
error types for further research.

The new corpus, error classification and
scripts are available at https://gitlab.
com/shimorina/bsnlp-2019.

2 Related work

Our work is related to the domain of automatic
post-editing (APE) of machine translation (MT)
outputs. The task of APE consists in auto-
matically correcting “black-box” MT output by
learning from human corrections. Several WMT
APE shared tasks were held focusing on English-
German, German-English, and English-Spanish
language pairs.1

Recent neural approaches to APE include, in-
ter alia, multi-source training with original sen-
tences and MT outputs (Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2018), encoding corrections by a
sequence of post-edit operations (Libovický et al.,
2016), as well as standard encoder-decoder archi-
tectures (Pal et al., 2016).

Submissions participating in the APE shared
tasks extensively use large synthetic corpora (Ne-
gri et al., 2018). Despite that fact, a “do-nothing”
baseline when MT outputs are kept unchanged is
hard to beat according to the last year’s results of
the APE shared task (Chatterjee et al., 2018).

3 The WebNLG D2T Dataset

The WebNLG data-to-text corpus (Gardent
et al., 2017) aligns knowledge graphs with tex-
tual descriptions verbalising the content of those
graphs. The knowledge graphs are extracted from
DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) and consist of

1For this year round of the shared task, a new
English-Russian language pair was added: http://www.
statmt.org/wmt19/ape-task.html. We did not
make use of the data, since our research started before this
recent announcement.

https://gitlab.com/shimorina/bsnlp-2019
https://gitlab.com/shimorina/bsnlp-2019
http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/ape-task.html
http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/ape-task.html
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RDF triples <Asterix, creator, René Goscinny> <René Goscinny, nationality, French people>
Original Rene Goscinny is a French national and also the creator of the comics character Asterix.

MT Рене Госкино - французский гражданин, а также создатель комического персонажа Астерикс.
Rene Goskino French national and also creator comicgen charactergen Asterixinan

PE Рене Госинни - французский гражданин, а также создатель персонажа комиксов Астерикса.
Rene Goscinny French national and also creator charactergen comicsgen Asterixanim

Errors named entity, vocabulary, grammar
Links <René Goscinny, sameAs, Рене Госинни> <French people, sameAs, Французы>

Table 1: WebNLG original instance in the ComicsCharacter category, its Russian translation (MT), and post-
edited translation (PE) along with error annotation. Errors are highlighted in blue. Links are RDF triples of the
form <English entity, sameAs, Russian entity>. However, such links are not available for all entities in DBpedia.

sets of (one to seven) RDF triples of the form
<subject, property, object>. Textual descriptions
are in English, and due to the nature of the knowl-
edge graphs, they have an abundance of named en-
tities. The first two lines of Table 1 show an exam-
ple of a WebNLG instance.

WebNLG provides textual descriptions for enti-
ties in fifteen DBpedia categories (Airport, Artist,
Astronaut, Athlete, Building, CelestialBody, City,
ComicsCharacter, Food, MeanOfTransportation,
Monument, Politician, SportsTeam, University,
WrittenWork). The corpus possesses a hierar-
chical structure: if a set consisting of more than
one triple is verbalised, then verbalisations of ev-
ery single triple are to be found in the corpus.
Given the example in Table 1, the pairs {<Asterix,
creator, René Goscinny>: René Goscinny cre-
ated Asterix} and {<René Goscinny, nationality,
French people>: René Goscinny is French} are
also present in the WebNLG data. That structure
allows propagating post-edits made in texts de-
scribing one triple to those verbalising triple sets
of larger sizes.

4 Creating a Russian Version of the
WebNLG Dataset

4.1 Neural Machine Translation
Following Castro Ferreira et al. (2018), who
created a silver-standard German version of
WebNLG, we translated the WebNLG English
texts into Russian using the English-Russian NMT
system developed by the University of Edinburgh
for the WMT17 translation shared task (Sennrich
et al., 2017).2 This system ranks first for the
English-Russian News translation task both in

2http://data.statmt.org/wmt17_systems/
Specifically, we use their ensemble model consisting of four
left-to-right models.

automatic metrics3 and human assessment (Bo-
jar et al., 2017). It is learned using Nematus,
an encoder-decoder with attention, based on sub-
word units (byte pair encoding). Since the Edin-
burgh model was trained on sentence-to-sentence
data, we split WebNLG texts into sentences using
the WebSplit sentence annotation (Narayan et al.,
2017), input each sentence to the NMT system,
and then concatenated translations to reconstruct
the target texts.

4.2 Manual Post-Editing and Error Analysis
To determine the most common translation errors,
we start by manually annotating error types in sen-
tences verbalising one triple.

Error Classification The manual post-editing
was done by two experts, native Russian speak-
ers, on a part of the corpus for the categories As-
tronaut, ComicsCharacter, Monument, University
for texts verbalising one triple only. Out of 1,076
machine translation outputs analysed, 856 texts
(80%) were post-edited. The experts also classi-
fied errors that they identified in a translated text.

To define an error classification, we drew in-
spiration from various error typologies that were
developed in the MT community and applied to
different languages. See, for instance, Popović
(2018) who provides an overview of different ap-
proaches to error classification. We also got some
ideas from studies focused on errors made by lan-
guage learners and non-experienced translators in
the Russian-English and English-Russian trans-
lation directions (Kunilovskaya, 2013; Rakhilina
et al., 2016; Komalova, 2017). That allowed us
to extend the classification with some phenom-
ena typical for Russian. Lastly, the classification

3http://matrix.statmt.org/matrix/
systems_list/1875

http://data.statmt.org/wmt17_systems/
http://matrix.statmt.org/matrix/systems_list/1875
http://matrix.statmt.org/matrix/systems_list/1875
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Category Subcategory

Grammar

Case marking
Copula
Verbal aspect
Preposition
Possessive
Part-of-speech
Agreement
Voice, intentionality

Vocabulary

Ambiguity
Collocation
Incorrect translation

Structure
Word Order
Deletion
Insertion

Named entity
Punctuation

Table 2: Main categories and subcategories of error
classification.

was augmented with the notorious errors of the
NMT systems: word repetitions, deletions, inser-
tions (partly due to the subword-based nature of
the applied NMT), untranslated common words,
etc. Main error classes identified for the final
classification are shown in Table 2. Named enti-
ties were treated as a separate category to high-
light problems while applying the NMT system
on WebNLG. If a text contained more than one
mistake in a particular category, then each mis-
take was tagged as an error. If a spotted mistake
concerned an NE, annotators were allowed to add
other categories to specify the error.

Category Proportion Agreement
Grammar 17% 0.44
Vocabulary 14% 0.52
Structure 11% 0.32
Named entity 53% 0.67
Punctuation 4% 0.0

Table 3: Proportion of main error types in the manually
post-edited data and Cohen’s κ scores on the held-out
category Athlete.

Error Analysis Table 3 shows the error type dis-
tribution in the post-edited texts. Named entities is
the largest source of errors with 53% of all correc-
tions. Grammatical and lexical mistakes consti-
tute 17% and 14% of the identified errors respec-
tively, while “Structure” (11%) ranks fourth. In
fact, the majority of structural mistakes were spot-
ted in named entities. For example, the Baku Turk-
ish Martyrs’ Memorial was translated as «Мемо-
риал» «Мемориал» в Баку (‘Memorial Memo-
rial in Baku’) with the following errors identified:

named entity, deletion, deletion, insertion.
The most common errors found in NE transla-

tions are:

• copying verbatim English entities into Rus-
sian translations (person names, locations);

• wrong transliteration, whereas a standard
transliteration exists in Russian. E.g., Lan-
cashire translated as Ланкассир (‘Lancas-
sir’) instead of Ланкашир;

• misinterpretation of a named entity as a com-
mon noun. E.g., Dane Whitman translated as
датчанин Уитмен (‘inhabitant of Denmark
Whitman’) instead of Дейн Уитмен.

It should be noted that since the Edinburgh NMT
system used subword units, there were also er-
rors with copying named entities, e.g., Visves-
varaya Technological University became Visves-
varaya Technical University. In a similar vein, in
the example from Table 1, the surname Goscinny
was misinterpreted as the acronym Goskino mean-
ing ‘State Committee for Cinematography’.

Inter-annotator Agreement Erroneous words
in translations can be attributed to several possible
error types. To evaluate consistency between an-
notators and the appropriateness of the developed
error classification, we calculated inter-annotator
agreement (Cohen, 1960) on the 86 texts from
the DBpedia category Athlete, to which annotators
were not exposed before. Table 3 shows the kappa
scores. The highest score (0.67) was reached for
“Named entity”, which corresponds to the sub-
stantial agreement. The main source of disagree-
ment for named entities was a decision to perform
transliteration or not, e.g., sport club names as Ten-
nessee Titans can be kept ‘as is’ in a Russian text
or can be put into Cyrillic. For other categories,
agreements range from moderate to fair; as for
“Punctuation”, the agreement is zero due to the
data sparseness in this category (there were two
errors only identified by one annotator).

Overall, results show (i) consistency in correct-
ing named entities, as well as (ii) the importance to
perform more annotator training and/or establish
clearer guidelines, especially for the “Structure”
category.

5 Automatic Post-Editing

To improve the automatic translations, we exper-
iment with two methods: a rule-based method
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based on the errors found during manual annota-
tion and a neural approach.

5.1 Rule Based Post-Editing
Based on the manual corrections applied to the
1-triple data (WebNLG instances where the input
graph consists of a single triple), we extract post-
edit rules by building upon the operations used
to compute the edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966).
For example, given the neural translation (1a) and
the manually edited correction (1b), the sequence
of edit operations applied to compute the Leven-
shtein edit distance is (1c), i.e. replace ‘Альба’
by ‘Алба-Юлия’, delete ‘Юлия’, keep ‘–’, keep
‘город’, keep ‘в’, keep ‘Румынии’.

(1) a. ‘Aльба Юлия – город в Румынии’
b. ‘Алба-Юлия – город в Румынии’
c. SUB DEL KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP

d. ‘Alba Julia is a city in Romania’

Based on these edit sequences, we extracted
sequences of substitution, deletion, and inser-
tion rules along with the corresponding tokens
(e.g., Aльба Юлия → Алба-Юлия). We then
checked these rules manually and excluded false
positives. Lastly, we applied the validated rules to
the automatic translations.

That method enabled us to increase the amount
of post-edited data: after that procedure the to-
tal number of post-edited translations sums up to
4,188 (cf. Table 4).

1 triple 2-7 triples All triples
PE 856 3,332 4,188
Total 1,076 4,109 5,185

Table 4: Corpus statistics: number of post-edited (PE)
texts. Total corresponds to both PE and non-PE texts.

5.2 Automatic Post-Editing Model
To see to which extent corrections can be learned
automatically, we built a corpus of (MT, RPE)
pairs where MT is an automatic translation and
RPE is its correction using the rule-based system
described in the preceding section and trained an
APE model on it.

The baseline system is a “do-nothing” baseline
where MT outputs are left unmodified. In our case,
that baseline gives 82.4 BLEU between MT and
RPE on the test set, which sets quite high stan-
dards for learning a new APE model.

The train/dev/test partition was 80/10/10. We
used the OpenNMT-tf framework (Klein et al.,

2017)4 to train a bidirectional encoder-decoder
model with attention (Luong et al., 2015). A
single-layer LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) is used for both encoder and decoder. We
trained using full vocabulary and the maximal
length in the source and target; all the hyperpa-
rameters were tuned on the development set. The
APE model was trained with a mini-batch size of
32, a word embedding size of 512, and a hidden
unit size of 512. It was optimised with Adam with
a starting learning rate of 0.0005. We used early
stopping based on BLEU on the development set,
as a result of that, the model was trained for 23
epochs. Decoding was done using beam search
with a beam size of 5. As an evaluation met-
ric, we used BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) cal-
culated between our model predictions and RPE.
BLEU and statistical significance were calculated
on tokenised texts using COMPARE-MT tool (Neu-
big et al., 2019), which, in turn, uses the NLTK
implementation of BLEU. Results are shown in
Table 5.

The APE model performance reached parity
with the baseline on dev and test data. The differ-
ence between scores was not statistically signifi-
cant via the bootstrap resampling (1000 samples,
p < 0.05). On the training data, the model yielded
94 BLEU, which indicates a possible overfitting.

System Train Dev Test
Baseline 81.11 81.25 82.85
Our APE model 94.45 83.00 83.65

Table 5: BLEU-4 scores.

Our results are in line with the last findings of
WMT18 APE shared task that correcting NMT-
based translations is a challenging task: gains
were only up to 0.8 BLEU points in the NMT track
(Chatterjee et al., 2018).

6 Evaluation of Rule-Based Post-Editing

Evaluation was carried out only on the rule-based
method output, since it is more robust than the
neural approach, and since the APE model did not
yield better results.

We analysed a sample of total 66 lexicalisations
in 4 categories: Astronaut, University, Monument
(2-7 triples) and ComicsCharacter (2-5 triples).
Around two thirds of analysed named entities were

4version 1.22.0, https://github.com/OpenNMT/
OpenNMT-tf

https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-tf
https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-tf
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replaced correctly. Below we analyse common
sources of errors for the erroneous NEs.

The most frequent case is unrecognised named
entities. In 62% of the cases the replacement
was not performed, which includes 28% of Latin
transcriptions kept, 27% of kept Cyrillic transla-
tions, and 7% of acronyms. For the majority of
these NEs, the original translations include unac-
counted elements (not covered by the extracted
rules) such as missing or wrongly inserted prepo-
sitions or punctuation marks.

Another common error is lack of grammatical
adaptation of the NE. Wrong case marking oc-
curred in 23% of all NEs (cf. example 2), and
gender and number agreement make about 6.5%.
The less frequent but important error categories
are spelling errors, such as missing capitalisation,
insertions of quotation marks, and gender or num-
ber agreement with anaphors, especially in texts
verbalising 5-7 triples.

(2) En: ‘The dean of Accademia di Architettura’
MT: ‘Декан Accademia di Projecttura’
RPE: ‘Декан Академияnomn архитекту-
ры’
Correct: ‘Декан Академииgen архитек-
туры’

To conclude, many errors are caused by irregular-
ities in the translations (which, in turn, are often
caused by misspelled input) and can be eliminated
by introducing more variation to the replacement
algorithm. Grammatical adaptation of NEs, how-
ever, requires more careful further investigation.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we reported an ongoing effort to
translate the data-to-text WebNLG corpus in Rus-
sian. A detailed error analysis showed that roughly
80% of the neural translations contained an error
and that 53% of these errors were due to incor-
rectly translated named entities. We provided a
rule-based method which permits correcting these
errors and trained a neural post-editing model.

In future work, we plan to extend the approach
to other error types and to investigate whether the
neural model can be improved to help generalise
post-editing to errors not captured by the rule-
based method.

Another possible direction for future research
will be to identify named entities before the trans-
lation phase, perform translation on the texts

stripped of named entities (cf. WebNLG delex-
icalised version of Castro Ferreira et al. (2018)),
and then insert named entities, which were trans-
lated and verified separately.
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